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With the 5th .Army, Sept.l7 .

Leaping into the road in front of a patrol .composed of cockneys in the hills above

Salerno today a German major raised his hands and shouted "Kamerad" As he was taken
into custody the major, thoroughly dejected, told his captors how completely fed up he

was with the war.

"While this is the first case that our. troops in this particular neighbourhood have

had of a senior officer expressing himself so forcibly there have been indications that

other Germans fighting around Salerno in the ranks share his views. This probably
explains why among the latest batch of prisoners there have been some who have deserted,
and a general don’t care attitude of some of the other prisoners.

A captain who drove back five prisoners in a jeep along the hill track without

any escort said that he found that they made no attempt to, get away. There are un-

fortunately still appreciable forces who do not Share this attitude, and who have been

fighting stubbornly, although they* .like so many of
our troops, have had to forego sleep

and rest. Using infiltration tactics as tho principal means of delaying any. thrust

on our part they have shewn themselves adept at jungle warfare, making every use of trees

and ditches in small numbers to worry our lines.

While there has been comparatively little enemy air activity by the Germans,

except at night, in the early hours of today they were bombing and machine-gunning, For

over an hour the Allied* air forces have been constantly on the attack.

The two vehicles which are likely to prove as vital in this campaign, as they were

in Tunisia are the jeep and the bulldozer. The jeep has become a super-utility vehicle,
for it is the only means of bringing.,wounded- quickly from the hills down to tho advanced

dressing stations, and it serves as/most efficient method of supplying forward troops

with ammuniti on and supplies,

Tho bulldozers have been of incalculable help, Whether in leveling the ground

around the jetties in the harbour or making new roads when the rough cart tracks have

given way under the weight of traffic they wore never designed for makes no difference*

They take it all in their stride.

Some of the cockneys to whom I referred earlier have been overwhelmed by the re-

ception they have had from the Italian peasants, who have filled their water bottles

as they marched along tho dusty tracks and pressed gifts of fruit on them. These lads

when they landed had one of the most unpleasant times of any, Attacked by tanks, then

by guns, and finally by flames throwers, they battled their way to their assigned

positions under the- grimmest conditions.

When I found, them today in their positions on the way to that area described as

the Snout, they were holding a vineyard. They had taken a number of prisoners and

contributed to the effort which resulted in the killing of 200 Germans yesterday.

Not far from the Snout, Pimple Hill rises* This has been the scene of some

bitter fighting. There has again been a good deal of artillery fire by- our gunners

today*

In some posts the Germans were using a rapid firing machine gun capable of

shooting 450 rounds per minute. The gun is very light, and can be fired either from

the ground or from the hip, and its bullet is about the same as our 303.
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